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The Ultimate Brush Lettering Guide has something for everyone - from beginners that have never

used a brush pen, to seasoned letterers looking for new stylistic, expressive options and ideas.

Each lesson builds on itself, unlocking endless opportunities inside the playful art of brush

lettering.This book covers it all, from the ever-so-important basics, through a journey of faux

calligraphy, a comprehensive brush pen guide along with how they're used, pages of different

alphabet styles, unique flourishes and ligatures, to creative step-by-step DIY projects. Dive in and

discover your unique style.
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Peggy is native to the Pacific Northwest and is a nationally recognized freelance artist, with

worldwide publications as a platform artist. Her specialties include hand lettering and modern

calligraphy, line drawing, watercolor illustrations and graphic design, while her skills range vastly in

the world of creativity. Peggy is an online instructor and hosts an informational blog and maintains

an instructional social media to inspire people to create.

Ok let me start by saying this review is based on flip through first impressions:1. CON - It's so friggin

hard to read...like it's hurting my eyes to try to digest what is written on the pages because every

single text in the book in in either a handwritten CAPITAL LETTER FONT, or in script!! And the lines

spacing is very close together making it a strain to read. Like whattt?! I had to put the book down

several times because of this frustration. If this book is ever reprinted, please consider using a

standard san serif font and then script/handlettering so it stands out. Really takes away from the



book. Less is more.2. PRO - lots and lots of practical great quality content. If you can get past #13.

Great guide for beginners to intermediate, with tutorials and practice pagesOverall: I don't know if I'd

recommend it because #1 is a huge distraction for me. But at the same time I really want to improve

my lettering so I plan to keep it.Hope this helps :-)

Love everything Peggy does, and have been wanting this book for a long time. I am so happy with

it, and have only scratched the surface! So much information and great inspiration. Here's an

example of my faux botanical calligraphy (used for a Harry Potter challenge I'm doing) first go at it,

after using Peggy's book

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€™Ã‚Å“ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€™Ã‚â€”ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚Å’Ã‚Â¿

This is such a great purchase. I have been noticing all the cool hand lettering stuff on Pinterest and

Instagram for a while now, and I've been wanting to give it a try myself but I haven't known where to

begin. I was looking for a basic intro and this popped up. I've tried a few others but they seem too

complicated and I never actually got around to it. What I love about this book is that it's so user

friendly. I would recommend photocopying the 5 blank practice pages as suggested in the book cuz

the pages are quite thin. The projects are cool though and I've started making a fun banner for my

friend's birthday!

Such a fun book! It's very well put together, albeit a little busy. But LOTS of examples of stuff to

learn/try, which is great.*DON'T get the Kindle version though. I thought it would be nice to be able

to have it on my iPad, but the pages aren't formatted correctly so each page I had to zoom in just to

read it! Plus I couldn't figure out how to print the practice pages either and those are kind of

necessary! So I returned the Kindle one and bought the physical book.

Amazing quality - I am a brush lettering artist and I have not yet found a guide of this quality. So

excited to start using it!

The most comprehensive, detailed guide to brush lettering I have found. Peggy is the real deal. This

gives you many ways to execute each letter of the alphabet as well as many other helpful tips like

photographing your work. Many helpful lettering pages for practice.

This is amazing!!! Holy moly, Peggy Dean is super talented! There is SO much info in here. I am



really thankful I bought it. My lettering has improved already and I feel very motivated to continue

my lettering practice.

Wow! I love Peggy on Skillshare, and this book is just as informative! 153 pages of wonderfulness! I

can't believe how detailed this book is-all for less than $20! If I had to have a con - the only one

would be the light gray used in some of the text-based can be a tad hard to see, but definitely is not

a reason to forego this book!
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